
GODHRA KAAND 2002 GUJARAT

On the morning of 27 February , the Sabarmati Express, to Ahmedabad, stopped near the Godhra railway station.

It was an upsurge, unstoppable and unprecedented. The Modi Government should immediately be dismissed
in the larger interest of communal peace. Just look at Gujarat's history of communal riots. Train Fire Kills
Hindu Pilgrims A train filled with Hindu pilgrims returning to Gujarat from Ayodhya stops in the town of
Godhra, which is 40 percent Muslim and prone to religious violence. In the Naroda Patiya mass grave of
ninety-six bodies, forty-six were women. He cited a forensic report stating that the injuries on the victims were
only compatible with an "internal fire. The fact that convictions have gone that high means the conspiracy
charge has been accepted and the political influencing of the mobs has been accepted by the judge. The SRP
numbers 14, Prasad tells Defence Secretary Y. There were also media reports that political leaders gave those
being released public welcomes. The Supreme Court had ordered a re-trial of this case too, transferring it to
Maharashtra. Vishal Patel, a college student in Ahmedabad, put it in chilling terms: "The very fact that
antinational elements were effectively paid back during his tenure is reason enough for us to salute him. Modi
for his handling of the riots. Thirty-one of the Muslim convictions were for the massacre of Hindus in Godhra.
They also reported that "The complicity of the state government is obvious. Antani , then the deputy
superintendent of police, deployed the Rapid Action Force to sensitive areas in Godhra. False stories were also
printed by local newspapers which claimed that Muslim people had kidnapped and raped Hindu women.
Banerjee, presenting the final report of enquiry on Godhra fire incident to the Chairman of the Railway Board,
J. Leaders of industry like Ratan Tata, the Ambani brothers, and Sunil Mittal applauded his leadership for
market growth, rejecting the idea that his national ambitions were disqualified by his alleged role in one of the
most brutal communal massacres after Independence. By recasting his image as a business-friendly politician,
Mr. It ordered that the SIT would be the nodal agency for deciding about witness protection and also asked
that it file supplementary charge sheets and that it may cancel the bail of the accused.


